
 Providing assurance for your
                                        biggest investment, your home.

Your only stop for home service needs!



   IAN has extensively researched professionals  in the home improvement  industry.  By pre-screening
                              these company’s  through their own industry standards we are able to work with professionals who
                              have a proven track record of success  and outstanding customer service.  You can rest assured that
                              the  company’s  you deal with will treat you like their top client because of your membership with IAN.

                                                                      There is tremendous power in numbers.  One person alone may
                                                                      not have much of a voice when dealing with businesses, but
                                                                      when you are a member of IAN you have the power of numbers
                                                                      behind you.  That is how the Performance Assurance Control
                                                                      Policy would work for you.  Your membership combined with
                                                                      the membership of other homeowners will force businesses,
  agents  and other third parties to treat you like their biggest  clients.  Having the buying power of a
  group of homeowners allows us to negotiate discounts and lower commissions due to  the volume we
  are able to provide to our service professionals..  Thus we are not only able to assure great quality
  of service, but great savings as well.  That is the secret to our success!

                                                               When doing major projects to your home you may want
                                                               to learn about your various options in materials and
                                                               designs.  Per your  membership you can select several
                                                               different companies on one call to deliver you information
                                                               and pricing on a variety of different products or services.
                                                               We believe its important for our members to choose which

products best suits them.

• 100% Performance Guarantee
     •  Membership Discounts
     •  Multiple Estimates
     •  Pre-Screened Professionals
     •  Arranged Appointments
     •  Investor Packages
     •  Same Day Services
     •  New Home Packages



At IAN we have gone through the steps that every homeowner should take before
               hiring a service professional.  We know how busy your lives can be, that’s why we
               have done all the due diligence and negotiating for you.  We have pre-screened
               these professionals to confirm that they have all the applicable licenses and
               service records at the top of their industries standards.  By completing the proper
               pre-screening and having the power of an alliance, we believe we have created a
               tremendous business atmosphere for all parties

                                                Certain levels of membership with IAN allow you to plan appointments around
                                                your schedule on your time.  We have a variety of options in regards to
                                                scheduling estimates and jobs.  You are treated as a million dollar client due
                                                to your  alliance with IAN.  By doing business with multiple services we can
                                                package together services to minimize the time it takes to get things done.
                                                Leaving you more time to enjoy your home.  As a member you have an option to
                                                get estimates on different products on the same day enabling you to make an
                                                educated decision on what best suits your needs.  Members will also have
                                                priority scheduling when it comes to any major home improvements.

Home ownership doesn’t stop when you get the keys
to your  home, it’s just the beginning.  As a homeowner
there are a variety of services and products that can

                                                                                         greatly  increase the look and value of your property.
                                                                                         While doing projects yourself can sometimes save you
              money; a lot of times it can end up costing you money.  We can package a variety of different services
              together to get your investment up to profitability quickly, or make your home as comfortable as
              possible with as little disruption or cost to you.  In a new home you may need a few more essentials
              than the builders supply.  This can include security systems, water filters, landscaping, pools, and
              all of the associated services that go along with those products.  One call to IAN is all you need to
              find the outstanding professionals in those areas you need.  As an investor we can schedule your
              projects with a variety of different industries in a expiditious manner to increase profitability and
              reduce your timeline.  Premier members have a full range of services from priority scheduling to
              contract negotiation.  IAN is creating a smooth working environment for all parties involved in home
              ownership.

At IAN we have strived to create the perfect business Relationship between
homeowners and service professionals who do any type of work related
to real-estate.  We help our  members by determining their needs and
qualifications and connecting them with the proper service professional
saving time, money and assuring peace of mind.



We at IAN are striving to make real-estate transactions and home improvements efficient, cost
effective, and completed in a timely manner.  By consulting with our clients before any
business transaction they will be pre-qualified before proceeding. By having members pre-qualified
before doing business it allows service professionals to spend more time on the clients needs.
Having an alliance of homeowner’s in the thousands will allow for us to negotiate better than
average deals on anything from swimming pools to window coverings.  We have created an alliance
of Service Professionals who have given our members priority services at a  reduced rate.
Whenever you are going to do anything to your home or business that requires a professional  all
you need to do is make one call to IAN.  Sometimes in life we may encounter things that need to be
done that we just can’t fix ourselves.  In these unsure times of air-conditioners breaking,
landscapers quitting, and contractors leaving; you need  only make one call to obtain the best
and most reliable people in the business at a discounted rate.  As a homeowner you no longer
                                                                                           have to be at the mercy of over-pricing and
                                                                                           unreliability.  You will be part of an alliance
                                                                                           of thousands of home-owners  making sure
                                                                                           that companies perform their services with
                                                                                           the quality, integrity, and reliability they
                                                                                           should. We are dedicated to saving our
                                                                                           homeowners time and money; and providing
                                                                                           our service professionals with a group of
                                                                                           buyers in the thousands.  By having the
                                                                                           tremendous power of numbers we are able
                                                                                           to give our members priority service at a
                                                                                           discounted rate. We can also assure multiple
                                                                                           options for different products with minimal
                                                                                           amounts of your time spent.  Our secret to
                                                                                           success is doing the research for you.

10624 S. Eastern Ave Suite-A #622 Henderson, NV 89052
                        IAN@BEYONDTHEBID.COM


